
B Y  T I M  K N A P P S T E I N  A N D  S O N



Introducing the new look Riposte range of wines.

Riposte is an entirely family owned and run boutique winery. We are a close-knit team who are 
guided by the winemaking philosophy to be ‘hands on’ at every stage from vineyard to bottle. 

Each vineyard site is carefully selected for quality and its suitability for producing varietal character.  
Tim and son Nick work closely with the growers at every stage, ensuring grapes are picked at the  

optimum stage of ripeness, vibrancy and freshness. 
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RESERVE

  
PINOT NOIR

A limited production of only 492 bottles. 

THE WINE
A wine which we will only produce in years we deem to be exceptional for 
Adelaide Hills Pinot Noir.  The 2016 Reserve Pinot Noir brings together the two 
finest barriques from the Lenswood and Piccadilly sub regions of the Adelaide 
Hills to create a wine epitomising the grace, lift and elegance of this truly 
remarkable vintage.

VITICULTURE
Batches of fruit are selected from two premium high altitude Adelaide Hills 
vineyards at Carey Gully and Piccadilly with each separately vinified. Both  
are cane pruned and on VSP trellis.

WINEMAKING
Produced in small batches, all cold soaked and hand plunged in open 
fermenters.  To create complexity and lift the D4V2 Pinot Noir Clone from 
Lenswood was vinified using a percentage of whole bunches while the MV6 
and 115 clones from Piccadilly were destemmed and fermented as whole 
berries without crushing. 100% malolactic fermentation aged in French Oak 
barriques (33% new) for 10 months.  Bottled 8 months prior to release with 
minimal filtration.
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Notes
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The Sabre

  
PINOT NOIR

THE WINE

Power with finesse. The 2016 Sabre Pinot Noir layers cuts of dark cherry 
and forest berries with subtle spice notes on the nose. Rich fruit and floral 
lift lead to a finale of lingering gossamer tannins with toasty oak nuances.

VITICULTURE

The grapes for The Sabre are from some of the oldest and best sited Pinot 
Noir vineyards in the high cool climate Lenswood and Piccadilly sub-regions 
of the Adelaide Hills. We work with our growers to produce moderate yields 
of fruit, well exposed to sunlight to maximise colour and ripe flavours.

2016 was another early vintage due to an unusually warm spring, 
although the ripening period was relatively cool. Picking dates were from 
27th February to 10th March.This was a shorter picking window than 2015 
although starting two days later.

As usual growers were requested to leaf pluck the morning (eastern side) 
of the Pinot vines soon after fruit set to give the optimum fruit exposure 
and aid the development of colour, tannins and ripe flavours.

Again the newer clones (777, 114 and 115) ripened first, reinforcing our 
belief that they are best suited to the coolest sites.

WINEMAKING
A multi vineyard and multi clonal wine.

Made in small batches, all cold soaked and hand plunged in open fermenters.

100% malolactic fermentation andaged in French oak barriques (25% new) 
for ten months prior to blending. Bottled in March 2017 after minimal filtration.

SPECIFICATIONS

16
20

VARIETY 100% Pinot Noir

GEOGRAPHICAL INDICATION 100% Adelaide Hills Lenswood and Picadilly 
sub regions, South Australia

CLONES MV6, 777 

ALCOHOL 13.5%

CELLARING POTENTIAL 3–6 years

www.timknappstein.com.au
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The Dagger

  
PINOT NOIR

THE WINE

Floral edges with cuts of bright red berries combine on the nose of the 2017 
Dagger Pinot Noir to create a fresh yet complex attack on the senses. Lifted 
rich fruit and spice parry along the palate to a finish of fine-grained tannin  
and bright acidity 

The Dagger has been honed to create a vibrant, rich, earlier drinking wine 
displaying all of the hallmark aromas flavours and texture of Pinot Noir.  

Drink young while the edge is keen. 

VITICULTURE
The grapes for the 2017 Dagger Pinot Noir are from two carefully selected 
vineyard sites at Charleston and Gumeracha in the Adelaide Hills.

Vintage commenced 18 days earlier than 2014 and showed a return from  
the lighter crops of 2014 to average yields.  

As usual growers were requested to leaf pluck the morning (eastern side)  
of the Pinot vines soon after fruit set to give the optimum fruit exposure  
and aid the development of colour, tannins and ripe flavours.

WINEMAKING
Harvested in the cool of night and early morning pristine destemmed fruit  
is tipped directly into fermenters without crushing to give a high percentage  
of whole berries.  The fermenters are gently pumped over twice a day to keep 
the skins wet and promote gentle tannin extraction.  After pressing the wine 
is kept in stainless steel tanks prior to blending to preserve freshness and 
vibrancy. 

SPECIFICATIONS

17
20

VARIETY 100% Pinot Noir

GEOGRAPHICAL INDICATION 100% Adelaide Hills, South Australia

CLONES MV6, 777 

ALCOHOL 13.5%

CELLARING POTENTIAL 1 -3 years

www.timknappstein.com.au



Notes
Tasting

The Cutlass

SINGLE VINEYARD 

SHIRAZ

THE WINE

Rich and flavoursome the Cutlass shows thick cuts of red berry and juicy dark 
plum with some whole bunch derived spice.

The palate is long and persistent with complex fruit flavours overlaid with fresh 
toasty French Oak. 

VITICULTURE
The grapes for this wine are from the vineyard of Carmine and Marina Pepicelli, 
near Lobethal in the Adelaide Hills. At 480 metres this is one of the highest 
Shiraz vineyards in the Adelaide Hills. It is located on a gentle north facing 
slope giving an ideal aspect with maximum sunlight exposure.

WINEMAKING
In a quest for complexity, the grapes were fermented in two batches. One 
featured 50% whole bunches with normally crushed fruit as the balance while 
the other contained 50% whole berries.

These two wines were matured separately in 35% new French barrels before 
blending and bottling in July 2016. 

SPECIFICATIONS

14
20

VARIETY 100% Shiraz

GEOGRAPHICAL INDICATION 100% Adelaide Hills, South Australia

ALCOHOL 13.5%

CELLARING POTENTIAL 7 years

www.timknappstein.com.au



The Foil

  
SAUVIGNON BLANC

THE WINE

Shows fruit on the offensive, thrusts of snowpea and lifted passionfruit 
combined with a mineral edge. An elegant palate of intense fruit tapers  
cleanly on the palate to a crisp, finely honed conclusion of piercing acidity.
Enjoy while young and fresh.

VITICULTURE
Batches of fruit are selected from two premium high altitude Adelaide Hills 
vineyards at Carey Gully and Piccadilly with each separately vinified. Both  
are cane pruned and on VSP trellis.

WINEMAKING
Crushed and pressed with minimal skin contact, the juice was clarified by cold 
settling and fermented cold.

20–25% of the juice, was fermented in oak to give additional weight and 
texture to the final blend.

SPECIFICATIONS

Notes
Tasting
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20

VARIETY 100% Sauvignon Blanc

GEOGRAPHICAL INDICATION 100% Adelaide Hills Carey Gully  
and Picadilly sub regions, South Australia

ALCOHOL 12%

CELLARING POTENTIAL 1-3 years

www.timknappstein.com.au
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The Scimitar

SINGLE VINEYARD 

RIESLING

THE WINE

Slices of citrus and floral notes abound on the nose of the 2017 Scimitar 
complimenting a palate of lingering fresh lime and lemon flavours and  
finely balanced acid.

VITICULTURE
This Riesling is from the vineyard of Chris & Darry Honey, sited at the northern 
end of Watervale’s famed strip of Terra Rossa soil. The vines are trellised on 
the upright VSP system providing excellent fruit exposure. 

WINEMAKING

Riesling is perhaps the ultimate expression of ‘wine made in the vineyard’.  
The fruit was crushed, chilled and immediately pressed with all pressings 
separated. The free run juice was cold settled to clarify it and was then 
fermented cold in stainless steel tanks and prepared for bottling as early  
as possible to retain its bright fruit characters.

SPECIFICATIONS

17
20

VARIETY 100% Riesling

GEOGRAPHICAL INDICATION 100% Clare Valley, South Australia

ALCOHOL 12%

CELLARING POTENTIAL 5 -10 years

www.timknappstein.com.au



Notes
Tasting

The Stiletto

  
PINOT GRIS

THE WINE

The 2016 Stiletto glides gently along the palate with soft, rich cuts of nashi 
pear resolving in a final stab of spice and floral nuances. Supple mouth filling 
fruit leads to a finely honed finish of crisp acidity. 

VITICULTURE
The grapes are from two vineyards, one near Lenswood and the other at 
Charleston in the Adelaide Hills.

The vines in both were shoot thinned to give moderate crops and good fruit 
exposure to sunlight.

WINEMAKING
On arrival at the winery, the fruit from both vineyards was crushed and 
immediately gently pressed. Pressings were separated and oxidized before 
fermentation in oak.

Of the free run juice 25% was fermented in French oak hogsheads and 
barriques (10% new) and a small percentage was put through malolactic.  
It was then blended with the fresh tank fermented portions to provide a 
balance of fruit and complexity.

SPECIFICATIONS

16
20

VARIETY 100% Pinot Gris

GEOGRAPHICAL INDICATION 100% Adelaide Hills, South Australia

ALCOHOL 12.5%

CELLARING POTENTIAL 1 -3 years

www.timknappstein.com.au



Notes
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The Katana

SINGLE VINEYARD 

CHARDONNAY

THE WINE

The 2016 Katana Chardonnay reveals a supple core of white stone fruit and 
citrus blossom overlaid with tempered edges of minerality. On the palate 
bright varietal fruit is guided to the finish with nuances of French oak and  
crisp acidity.

VITICULTURE
The grapes are from Charlie’s Patch vineyard at Charleston in the Adelaide Hills 
and were a mixture of I10V1 and Bernardi  76 and 96.

The vines were shoot thinned to ensure a moderate crop and to allow more 
sunlight into the canopies helping develop ripe flavours at lower sugar levels.

WINEMAKING
The Chardonnay grapes were hand picked and chilled overnight then whole 
bunch pressed.

The juice was then rough settled and transferred to French oak barriques  
(25% new) for fermentation.

The wine remained on its yeast lees in barrel until it was blended prior to 
bottling in early December 2016.

SPECIFICATIONS

16
20

VARIETY 100%  Chardonnay

GEOGRAPHICAL INDICATION 100% Adelaide Hills, South Australia

ALCOHOL 13.2%

CELLARING POTENTIAL 1 -5 years

www.timknappstein.com.au



FOR MORE INFORMATION CONTACT
Email info@timknappstein.com.au

timknappstein.com.au


